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Pacific Coastal Airlines could ground some flights during
the Olympics because of security plans. (Pacific Coastal Airlines)

Flights between Vancouver and many rural areas across B.C. may be grounded during the 2010 Winter
Olympics because of airport security plans, one of B.C.'s regional airlines is warning.

Olympics security officials say all airline passengers must clear security before being allowed to land at
Vancouver International Airport and Vancouver's downtown harbour airport during the Winter Games next
February.

That means delays are expected for flights taking off between Victoria's harbour airport and Vancouver, a
route serviced by companies such as Harbour Air and Helijet. Screening facilities will be installed in the
harbour airports, and both passengers and baggage will be screened, just like at regular airports.

The expected screening procedures will cause some frequent travellers, such as Chris Carleton, who often
flies out of Vancouver harbour, to hold off on flying.

"During those two months in general I would avoid travel just because there is going to be a lot of activity."

Many B.C. airports, such as those in Trail, Powell River and Bella Bella, don't currently screen departing
passengers, and thus far there are no official plans to upgrade security at those rural airports.

That means flights could get redirected to Abbotsford airport, east of Vancouver in the Fraser Valley, or
Comox airport, on Vancouver Island, to clear security before flying on to Vancouver. Such a procedure would
add hours and costs, according to Pacific Coastal Airlines vice-president Spencer Smith.

"We're looking at upwards of $250,000 of extra fuel costs, diversions, ground staff costs," Smith told CBC
News on Monday.

Implementing those security diversions or upgrading security at local airports might be too costly to make the
flights worth operating, Smith said.

Service cut 'a definite possibility'

"The third option, which is obviously not the preferable option, is we simply choose not to provide service
during that time," Smith said.
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"That's not the preferred option, but it's a definite possibility if it gets to the point where it's too cumbersome,
it's too costly and there's no budget to help us cover the costs."

Katrine Conroy, NDP MLA for West Kootenay-Boundary, also wondered who will end up paying for
whatever extra security protocols are adopted.

"Is it going be the municipalities, is it going be the tourists that are coming, is it going to be the airlines, none
of which can afford to cover those costs? So who's going to cover the costs of security out in rural B.C.?"
Conroy said.

B.C. Finance Minister Colin Hansen dodged questions on the potential costs Monday in the legislature, saying
they are the responsibility of the federal government and the RCMP, which is handling all airport security for
the Games.

No one from the RCMP's Vancouver Integrated Security Unit was available for comment.
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steveston78 wrote:Posted 2009/03/12
at 6:08 PM ETWow! The number of 'glass-half-empty' posters here is absolutely phenomenal!

A few words about the difference between Expo 86 and the 2010 Olympics. True that a lot of people (around
22 million) got to see Expo, and that it generated an "Expo surge" in tourism for years following. However,
Expos (generally) do not create much of a worldwide media buzz. Expo 86 was a bit of an exception, mainly
because the media picked up relatively early that people were having a good time there. However,
international TV exposure was almost nil (except when Di almost fainted).

The Olympics, on the other hand, is the largest worldwide TV event there is. The international ratings of the
Olympics (particularly in the northern hemisphere for the winter games) are off the chart. So the degree of
international exposure is several orders of magnitude greater than for an Expo. Far from being "for those few
elite ticket holders", the 2010 Olympics is actually designed for the TV audience, who will see (in my opinion)
the finest winter olympics ever, in the most picturesque host city ever (check out ESPN.com's story on this, if
you don't believe me). It's those billions of TV viewers who the BC gov't is hoping will decide to come for a
visit, and generate the post-2010 tourism bump. And it's those visitors who will go to all those other
destinations in BC, thus creating the economic justification for the games.
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johnp3 wrote:Posted 2009/03/11
at 10:17 PM ETI have a sugestion, we could always have the pasengers on these flights screened, they are
spending $900,000,000.00 on security, and they cann't find anyone to do a screening.
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humblecitizen wrote:Posted 2009/03/11
at 6:33 PM ETThis is just plain silly.

The secret is out - ohmigosh - uninspected passengers have been flying in and out of our little airports for the
past 8 years - what is the world coming to!!!
Maybe we don't need all the pseudo-security visited upon us since September 11, 2001. All it does is increase
the cost of doing business, raise blood pressure and makes goons of the people who do the work or staff our
airport (see story of Mr. Dziekanski).

The amount of money wasted on pseudo-security since 2001 could have eradicated world porverty and given
anti-retroviral treatment to every man, woman and child on Earth suffering from AIDS. I don't recall anyone
actually being caught by these measures. If you think that a bunch of minimum-wage people at the gates are
any deterrent - think again. The truly determined terroorist will find a way through while we wait like sheep in
the stupid lines while three hefty men roughly frisk an 80-year-old man's crotch in the Campbell River Airport
just because he insisted on having his sick puppy travel in the cabin with him.

If you don't beleive me, look at the report from the UN Council on Human Rights - they said what I have said
for the last 8 years...all this 'SECURITY' has made no-one safer and placed some of us in grave danger and
caused major hassles for innocent people (see story re Comox retired woman who was on stupid no-fly list)

This fuss just plays into the hands of those terrorists - they are laughing up their sleeves at us for wasting our
resources on trying to prevent the unpreventable.
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ShadesOfGrey wrote:Posted 2009/03/11
at 3:42 PM ETDiverting flights does not address the security issue. If there is a perceived risk that planes in
Vancouver area could be hijacked then diversions do not acomplish any mitigation. The planes are still taking
off from unsecure airports and still have the range to fly into Vancouver airspace. Choice one, do nothing.
Two, ground the planes. Three, install security measures in these smaller airports. Heck, make them
perminant and employ some locals in Bella Bella, Terrance, Sandspit, Trail, Powell River, Smithers, etc. Let
that be a legacy for BC perminant jobs and greater security. Of course choice three assumes the federal
government cares about BC.
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Bearguy wrote:Posted 2009/03/11
at 2:19 PM ET@Frayed Knot - if, as you say, 99% of the people are aqainst it, how am I the lemming? LOL
...if you choose not to promote your community to the world I suppose that's your business, but don't say that
you don't have the opportunity to benefit from the Olympics. I'm glad you're happy with your life...but you
seem to rely on personal insults of a way of making yourself feel good. You asked how they Olympics could
benefit you, I provided several things you could do...
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thereof in any manner whatsoever. Please note that comments are pre-moderated/reviewed and published
according to our submission guidelines.
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